
Japanese Honorification: Compositionality and Expressivity

Background. Japanese honorification has been the object of intense study in the
past 40 years. Most work has taken honorification to be a kind of syntactic agreement
(e.g. Harada 1972,1976; Boeckx and Niinuma 2004 within generative grammar and Gunji
1987; Siegel 2000 in HPSG), a view which has proved problematic (cf. Bobaljik and
Yatsushiro 2006). Further, this work has the problem that it fails to have much to say
about the semantics of honorifics: if they are nothing more than markers of agreement, it
is hard to explain their pragmatic functions. Taking a more semantic perspective, a new
view that regards honorific information as expressive or conventionally implicated has
been proposed by a number of recent papers (Potts and Kawahara 2004, McCready 2010,
McCready et al. 2013, as well as Sells and Kim 2007 for Korean). This line of research
places the locus of honorification within the meaning component. This is promising and
allows an explanation of the function of honorifics, but these approaches are, as of now,
not completely successful: Potts and Kawahara’s approach fails to generalize to the whole
range of Japanese honorifics, as shown by McCready et al.: the adjacency requirement
enforced by the logic they use disallows, for example, subject honorification via verbal
morphology in non-scrambled sentences with multiple arguments. However, while it solves
this problem, McCready et al.’s own approach fails to be fully compositional. Further,
since these approaches focus completely on the semantics of honorific expressions, they
tend to leave out syntactic aspects of honorification or utilize an ad hoc syntax for the
constructions they analyze.

Aim. Although its main aims are semantic, this paper aims to unify the two styles of
analysis while improving the empirical coverage of the theory. It proposes a new version
of the honorification-as-expressive view which is both fully compositional and covers the
whole range of Japanese honorific phenomena.

Framework and analysis. For the syntactic component of the theory, we adopt
a version of combinatorial categorial grammar, Japanese CCG (Bekki 2010) and follow
Watanabe and Bekki (2013) in their lexicalized description of the Japanese honorification
system. Building on this existing view of honorific constructions, our analysis consists
of the following components. First, as with previous views, our semantic analysis is
type-theoretic, but differs from earlier work by utilizing constructive type theory for the
description of semantic representation (specifically, Martin-Löf Type Theory, as proposed
in Bekki 2014). Second, also with recent work, we assume that honorific content is ex-
pressive, and model expressive content with an operator which we call the ‘α operator’.
This operator is taken to be present in semantic representations. The “α operator” re-
quires the expressive content to be inhabited in order to be well-formed ; this requirement
is introduced through the formation rule for the operator itself. This new setting enables
us to calculate both at-issue contents and expressive contents within a single representa-
tion, unlike the parallel representations adopted in Potts and Kawahara; here, our theory
resembles the view of expressives of Barker, Bernardi and Shan (2010).

Fig.1 shows an example derivation of the sentence (1a) in our analysis. In this deriva-
tion, the α operator makes reference to the subject argument via the variable x so that
it is possible to specify its expressive content it as subject honorification. In the same
way, the α operator in Fig.2 can refer to the object argument by means of the variable y,
which specifies the expressive content of object honorification. We see from this analysis
that the key to a fully compositional analysis of honorifics is to enable reference to the
possible arguments for honorification, which can be done in the semantic counterpart of
the honorific morphology itself. In the full paper, we will also argue that this analysis
gives a natural solution to the problem of quantified honorifics which is pointed out by
McCready et al., as seen in the example in (3).



(1) a. Yamada-sensei-ga
Mr.Yamada-NOM

Taro-ni
Taro-DAT

o-ai-nasaru
HON-meet-HON-pres

At-issue: ‘Mr.Yamada meets Taro.’

b. Taro-ga
Taro-NOM

Yamada-sensei-ni
Mr.Yamada-DAT

o-ai-suru”
HON-meet-HON-pres

At-issue: ‘Taro meets Mr.Yamada.’

(2) Dono-kyooju-mo
∀-professor-Q

ringo-o
apple-Acc

o-tabe-ni-natta
Hon-eat-Hon

At-issue: ‘Every professor ate an apple’

Expressive: ‘The speaker respects all the professors’

Yamada-sensei-ga

T/(T\NPga)

: (λP )(λc)P (yamada)

taro-ni

T/(T\NPni)
: (λP )(λc)P (taro)

o

Shon\$/(S cont
+O

\$)

: id

ai

S cont
+O

\NPga\NPni

: (λy)(λx)(λc)M(x, y)

Shon\NPga\NPni

: (λy)(λx)(λc)M(x, y)

>
nasaru

S v :: 5 :: NAS
term | attr

\NPga\NPni\(Shon\NPga\NPni)

: (λP )(λy)(λx)(λc)Pyxc ∧ αup(x)∧down(sp)

S v :: 5 :: NAS
term | attr

\NPga\NPni : (λy)(λx)(λc)M(x, y) ∧ αup(x)∧down(sp)

<

S v :: 5 :: NAS
term | attr

\NPga : (λx)(λc)M(x, taro) ∧ αup(x)∧down(sp)

>

S v :: 5 :: NAS
term | attr

: (λc)M(yamada, taro) ∧ αup(yamada)∧down(sp)
>

Fig.1: The derivation of (1a).

Taro-ga

T/(T\NPga)

: (λP )(λc)P (t)

Yamada-sensei-ni

T/(T\NPni)
: (λP )(λc)P (yamada)

o

Shon\$/(S cont
+O

\$)

: id

ai

S cont
+O

\NPga\NPni

: (λy)(λx)(λc)M(x, y)

Shon\NPga\NPni

: (λy)(λx)(λc)M(x, y)

>
suru

S v :: S
term | attr

\NPga\NPni\(Shon\NPga\NPni)

: (λP )(λy)(λx)(λc)Pyxc ∧ αup(y)∧down(sp)∧down(x)

S v :: S
term | attr

\NPga\NPni : (λy)(λx)(λc)M(x, y) ∧ αup(y)∧down(sp)∧down(x)

<

S v :: S
term | attr

\NPga : (λx)(λc)M(x, yamada) ∧ αup(yamada)∧down(sp)∧down(x)

>

S v :: S
term | attr

: (λc)M(t, yamada) ∧ αup(yamada)∧down(sp)∧down(t)
>

Fig.2: The derivation of (1b).
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